The development of new-generation trucks is highly topical for Ukrainian freight car fleet renewal. Important criteria for the assessment of existing or new truck designs are car ride quality and car component interaction improvement, wheel and rail wear reduction, and operational safety enhancement. The geometrical and elastic characteristics of new components must reduce truck resistance to curving and increase car stability both in tangents and in curves.

The aim of this work was to develop recommendations on the choice of elastic parameters for additional links in trucks of prospective freight cars. Use was made of methods of mathematical simulation, numerical integration, oscillation theory, and statistical dynamics.

This paper presents the results of investigations into the choice of parameters for new components to be used in 18-7020 trucks: diagonal cross-braces between the side frames and an elastic adapter in the axlebox assembly. Emphasis is on the study of the wheel climb stability margin at different speeds in tangents and in curves. Advisable elastic parameters of additional links between truck components are determined.

It is concluded that the best effect is achieved when both elastic adapters in the axlebox assemblies and elastic diagonal cross-braces between the side frames are used in 18-7020 trucks, which allows one to increase freight car speed, stability, and ride quality.
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